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Abstract- Now a days the security and quality of data is a large problem. So the solution for this problem is 

introducing a new method to prove that the digital document is authentic. Here consider the data of the  

passport will be encoded to QR code in form of encrypted .so if anyone can change the data of the passport it 

is not possible because encryption key is unknown to that person. In this method will encrypt the data using 

TTJSA algorithm. This encrypted data are encoded into QR code and this QR code is embedded into the 

original data of the documents after get back to the original data it can be decrypted using TTJSA decryption 

algorithm then these data is verified with the original data that is already their in the data of document. In 

the today’s world , security of data is a big issue and securing the essential data is very important so these 

data cannot  be misused for any kind of use. The hackers are always ready for get the personal data or 

important data of the person and these data can be misused for various purpose so for this reason encryption 

of data is very important using this method to secure the data as much as possible. 
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I. Introduction 

Quick Response codes are two dimensional matrix barcode which increase the popularity because it hold 

the large capacity of digital data and it also includes any mobile devices. this method can be applied to encrypt the 

data  in defense system, banking sector ,and mobile network. QR code was invented by DENSO corporation. QR 

code is a barcode which can readable by any camera enabled by a smart phone .then they have a white square with 

black  geometric shapes. the user will scan the QR code by using the smart phone, where they point their phones at 

QR code then scan it. and then take the corresponding data .this could be a text or a website or a video etc.  
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In  todays  cutting  edge technology possibility security and Quality of data is a big  challenge.so to slove 

this problem propose new method to prove that digital document is authentic .here propose a new method where the 

details listed in a sample passport will be encoded in QR in encrypted from into QR code so if any body can change 

the text details in passport still he cannot do that in the QR code because  no one know the key is used in 

encryption.here the passport details are encrypted through TTJSA algorithm.these details are encoded into the QR 

code and this was printed in the original data of the passport again from QR code passport details are obtained 

through decryption of TTJSA algorithm.  text details already there in the  passport. here the data is encoded into QR 

code in digitally is encrypted itself. so that the passport  text details cannot be changed and then these data can be 

decrypted from decryption algorithm. This method will also applicable for any document. 

Now a days the security and quality of data is a big challenging issue because anybody can access the 

important part of the data using some different encryption process. so the original data most more  important it can 

encoded by unknown person using simple logic and substitution method. This is the main problem in the present 

study. Here focus on essential need for optimization of online data and information presents in the digital world. 

Here will consider that the most important issue is data must be original and correct. So that the original data 

maintain is very difficult in internet database. one of the problem will consider as the original data of the student in a 

mark sheet. Every year know that billions of students pass and many of student passed in a school and colleges in 

the world at this time  the security of data no method is their to test the authenticity of data from printed record .Here 

this process depend on checking through checking the data through human eye verification some time this method is 

not work properly and there is no method to verification of human eye checking. So  their is no method for secure 

data .anybody can change the marks in the marks sheet. So this is one of the main problem in now a days situations. 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

An Integrated Symmetric Key Cryptographic Method [1]  

 Somdip Dey ,  Joyshree Nath , Asoke Nath  present a an integrated symmetric-key cryptographic method. this 

method  includes Caesar cipher method bit wise rotation reversal  method. 

In this method the encryption is done by three algorithm as follows  

1.caesar cipher encryption. 

2.Bit wise rotation and reversal encryption. 

Here uses three different algorithm to make  the encryption process unbreakable from standared 

cryptographic attack .this method can be applied to any text then encrypt the data have tested this feature closely and 

have found satisfactory result  because have  used modified Caesar cipher method with polynomial  and  MSA 

methods ,where here use mainly the bit manipulation .this encryption process should be applicable to banking 

system ,defense system ,mobile network etc. 

An Advanced Combined Symmetric Key Cryptographic Method [2] 

 Somdip Dey ,  Joyshree Nath , Asoke Nath  propose an advanced combined symmetric key cryptographic method 

which is bacically based single bit manipulation technique, In this method the cryptographic are divided  into two 

types they are described below: 
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1. symmetric key cryptography.   

2. public key cryptography. 

In symmetric key cryptography the encryption purpose randomized key is used and decryption process. 

In public key cryptography separate key is used for encryption purpose and decryption purpose.  

In this method the user has to enter a secret key which can be called as password so from this key using generate the 

unique codes these are used to encrypt the message. Again for decryption purpose use the reverse process of 

encryption and get back to the original data. During the decryption process the user has to enter a same key which is 

used in first level of encryption. 

A  New Technique To  Use  QR  Codes  in Cryptography[3] 
 

 Somdip Dey provide a new technique of using QR Codes  in the field of Cryptography. In this method using the QR 

codes in the field of cryptography where these QR codes are used to store the messages they have a features of 

higher or large storage capacity then conventional barcodes. In this method mainly focus on storing messages are in 

encrypted format and provide a password. the QR codes can send the encrypted data to receiver. this method is also 

used for any business house, government sectors communication network and encrypted data is send to the 

destination QR code would work very fast and have the features of storage capacity is large . this method is used for 

any person to keep their document important this method is achieved by entering the data along with secret code this 

secret code gives the security.then the data entered to be encrypted again this data can be encrypted using various 

methods. 

These encryption techniques are very important in the field of research and also the cryptography is also one of the 

good encryption technique. so that no hacker or intruder can interpret the  encrypted  message. 

Cryptographic symmetric key algorithm using bit manipulation method  [4] 

 Neeraj Khanna , Joel James,  Sayantan Chakraborty  provide a novel approach to symmetric  key  cryptographic  

method  called  NJJSAA.  

In this method encryption number is maximum of 32 and randomization number is maximum of 32. The key matrix 

is having a size of 16x16. This key is used and generated in 256 ways. this method uses the bit manipulation method 

which uses the cipher block method and MSA method for the use of cipher stream method. This method uses the bit 

manipulation first and MSA encryption next. This method can be applied continuously to increase the encryption 

and decryption method strength. There is very scope to this method modification. One of the merit of this method is 

that it is impossible to encryption algorithm can be break. the key matrix is without knowing.  The encryption 

method should be applied to encrypt the data for defense system ,banking and government sector for security of 

data.this method is also used for data base encryption. here some people provide good form of encryption algorithm. 

so no one can Intercept  the encrypted message. 

The Investigation of Hidden Information  using steganalysis [5]. 
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The hiding of information within electronic media requires some form of characteristics. These character  

will acts as a signatures and this broadcast the existence  of embedded message and defeating the purpose of  

steganography. 

The analysis and attacks of information may takes into several forms such as disabling, extracting, 

destroying hidden information. the attacker will embed the information over the hidden information. So due to space 

limitations should look at two methods detecting the message or their transmission and disabling the embedded 

information. These methods are vary  due  to  the  information  attacks. 

Steganography Algorithm Using Randomized Intermediate QR Host  [6]  

Steganography is the detecting messages is hidden by using stegosystem. these stegonography  was used in 

data communication and  network  and hiding the data inside some known image and send it to through internet. the 

digital stegonagraphy the data hiding process has been drastically modified.  

In steganography method hide the secret  message  it includes below steps. 

Encrypted secret message are embedded inside QR code.then embedded QR code are randomized  using the MSA 

algorithm randomization method. And then finally these randomized code is inserted in some common image. then 

again to get back the original secret message to first decode the randomized QR code from the embedded image and 

then have to apply reverse randomization method to get back the original embedded QR code then extract the secret 

message from that host file and apply the decryption method to get back original secret message .this is a double 

encryption and double embedding method .no one can extract the original secret message. this method can further 

improved by compressing the QR code by using the hiding in text or document files .so any attacker will not able to 

hacking the information of data. In future this method can be improvised  in number of ways. 

Data Encryption using Hybrid Authentication System [7] 

In this method provide a new combined cryptographic method for data encryption using hybrid 

authentication system. Hybrid technique uses the combination of TTJSA algorithm for data encryption and QR code 

for additional security. TTJSA algorithm uses three methods MSA, NJJSAA and the Vernam Cipher Method. These 

three methods are used in random order for the plain text in any number of times to get the desired cipher text file. 

The encrypted data is entered inside QR code which can be sent to receiver in the network.  

The data can be retrieved from the QR code using the TTJSA decryption algorithm and secreat security 

code.Proposed method can address and provide security against Network Security attacks such as passive attacks 

which will be verified by password based attack, Man in the middle attack and compromised key attack. This 

technique can be applied to encrypt data in Defence system, Banking sector, mobile network etc. or to verify the 

data in other applications like Aadhar card, Voter ID, Driving License, Passport & Visa etc. 

 

III.METHOD USED 

Here propose a TTJSA encryption algorithm this was designed by Nath and it is an combination  of three different 

cryptographic methods  they are vernam cipher encryption ,MSA algorithm and NJJSAA method used for 

encryption purpose of QR code.  
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Fig 3

The fig 4.1 shows the flow chart of  Encryption process  firstly passport data can be converted  ASCII value than it 

can be converted to Binary value then go for  next method is  vernam cipher encryption. In this method perform the 

XOR operation for the given message and required key which is same length as message then encrypt the message 

performing  XOR operation. Message contains the sequence of o’s and 1’s using ASCII coding.then the key is also 

converted to binary format. 

The next  method  is NJJSAA encryption this method will have following steps:

In step one from the input file read the 32 bytes at a time.

In step two convert these 32 bytes of data into 256 bits and these are stored in one dimensional array.

In step three consider the bit stream in that take first bit and also consider the number from corresponding key 

matrix .then interchange the 1
st
 bit and nth bit  from bit stream.

In step four ,perform the interchange operation for the 2

In step five perform the right shift operation by one bit for the obtained data in the previous step.

In step six here perform the XOR operation for the required data that is  bit 1 XORed with bit 2,bit 3 XOR with bit 4 

up to 256
th

 bit. 

In step seven again perform the right shift operation for two bit right then three bit right upto nth bit right shift then 

again  follow the step six that is XOR operation required after the each completion of right bit shift operation.

Next method is MSA Encryption is as follows,
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Fig 3.1: Flow chart of Encryption algorithm. 

The fig 4.1 shows the flow chart of  Encryption process  firstly passport data can be converted  ASCII value than it 

can be converted to Binary value then go for  next method is  vernam cipher encryption. In this method perform the 

operation for the given message and required key which is same length as message then encrypt the message 

performing  XOR operation. Message contains the sequence of o’s and 1’s using ASCII coding.then the key is also 

method  is NJJSAA encryption this method will have following steps: 

In step one from the input file read the 32 bytes at a time. 

In step two convert these 32 bytes of data into 256 bits and these are stored in one dimensional array.

the bit stream in that take first bit and also consider the number from corresponding key 

bit and nth bit  from bit stream. 

In step four ,perform the interchange operation for the 2
nd

 bit ,3
rd

 bit up to 256
th

 bit of the bit stream.

In step five perform the right shift operation by one bit for the obtained data in the previous step.

In step six here perform the XOR operation for the required data that is  bit 1 XORed with bit 2,bit 3 XOR with bit 4 

even again perform the right shift operation for two bit right then three bit right upto nth bit right shift then 

again  follow the step six that is XOR operation required after the each completion of right bit shift operation.

Encryption is as follows, 
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can be converted to Binary value then go for  next method is  vernam cipher encryption. In this method perform the 

operation for the given message and required key which is same length as message then encrypt the message 

performing  XOR operation. Message contains the sequence of o’s and 1’s using ASCII coding.then the key is also 

In step two convert these 32 bytes of data into 256 bits and these are stored in one dimensional array. 

the bit stream in that take first bit and also consider the number from corresponding key 

t stream. 

In step five perform the right shift operation by one bit for the obtained data in the previous step. 

In step six here perform the XOR operation for the required data that is  bit 1 XORed with bit 2,bit 3 XOR with bit 4 

even again perform the right shift operation for two bit right then three bit right upto nth bit right shift then 

again  follow the step six that is XOR operation required after the each completion of right bit shift operation. 
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This method is a substitution method. this method provides the multiple encryption and decryption technique. Here 

take any character from the input file and corresponding character from random key matrix and encrypt  the data 

then store in another file. 

Here the randomized key matrix is done using some call function there are as follows Firstly call the functions 

cycling then again  secondly call the functions up shift and then call the function down shift then perform left shift 

operation after the right shift of operation so using these call function encrypt the data. 

After encrypting the data embed these data into QR code using different set of protocols then generate the encrypted 

QR code. These QR codes embed into the pass port image. 

2

Extract information from 

QR code

MSA decryption

NJJSAA decryption

Vernam cipher decryption

Show the  data

                                         
Fig 3.2: Flow chart of decryption algorithm. 

First Passport image details can be extract  from  decryption of QR code. the decryption process is exactly 

the reverse process of encryption and then get the original data. And then use the same key which was used in 

beginning of encryption process. Here the QR code scanners scan the data and then encrypt the data.  

IV. System Design 

 Features of QR Code 

QR Code is developed by Denso Corporation  in  1994, as shown in Fig. 4.1. There are 40 versions in QR 

Code, four levels of error correction, and the maximum symbol size  can encoding 7089 numeric data or 4296 
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alphanumeric data . The highest level of error correction allows recovery of 30% of the symbol code words. In 

addition to, QR Code has many advanced features. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1: Example of QR Code symbol 

 

1) High capacity encoding of data QR Code has high capacity encoding of data, its maximum symbol can encode 

7089 characters; while PDF417 only encode 2710 characters. 

2) High-speed reading Adapted with CCD reading, it can recognize more QR Code symbol per second than PDF417 

symbol for encoding same data capacity. 

3) Chinese encoding capability Chinese and Japanese characters are represented by a two byte combination in other 

two dimensional barcode. But in QR Code, there is a specific Chinese mode; it can use 13 bits encoding a Chinese 

character. So the efficiency of Chinese represented improved 20% in QR Code compared with PDF417. 

4) Readable from any direction from 360 degree QR Code is a matrix two-dimensional barcode; it can be readable 

from any direction from 360 degree. But the stack two-dimensional barcode, for example PDF417, is very difficult 

to realize the readable from 360 degree. 

 Encoding of QR Code 

Each QR Code symbol consists of an encoding region and function patterns, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Finder, separator, 

timing patterns and alignment patterns comprised function patterns. Function patterns shall not be used for the 

encoding data. The finder patterns located at three corners of the symbol intended to assist in easy location of its 

position, size and inclination. 

 

Fig.4.2: The structure of QR Code 
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The encode procedure of QR Code including follows steps. Firstly input data is encoded in according to 

most efficient mode and formed bit stream. The bit streams are divided into codewords. Then codewords are divided 

into blocks, and add error correction codewords to each block. All these codewords are put into a matrix and are 

masked with mask pattern. Finally function patterns are added into the QR symbol. A QR Code symbol is formed. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

Implementation: 

MATLAB is an interactive package for numerical analysis, matrix computation, control system design and linear 

system analysis and design. On the server ”bass”, MATLAB version 4.0 is available. In addition to the standard 

functions provided by MATLAB, there are seven ”toolboxes”, or collections of functions and procedures, available 

as part of the MATLAB package: 

• Control System Toolbox. 

• System Identification Toolbox. 

• Neural Network Toolbox. 

• Optimization Toolbox. 

• Robust Control Toolbox. 

• Signal Processing Toolbox. 

• Spline Toolbox. 

• SIMULINK 

Getting Started 

To start MATLAB on any Unix  workstation or X-terminal, type matlab.  A >> prompt will appear to 

indicate that you are in MATLAB. To terminate MATLAB, type quit. Notice that MATLAB is case sensitive, so all 

commands must be entered in lower case. 

Online Help 

During any MATLAB session, online help for a variety of topics is available. To see a list of help topics, 

type help. For help on a specific topic, type help followed by the directory/topic name  which will give you all 

command name in the topic. For help on a specific command, type help command name. 

The Language of Technical Computing Language Fundamentals Syntax, operators, data types, array indexing and 

manipulation Mathematics Linear algebra, basic statistics, differentiation and integrals, Fourier transforms, and 

other mathematics Graphics. 

Results : 
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Fig 5.1:Mat lab  window 

The figure 6.2.1 shows the current Mat lab window which contains the elements are  current Folder path, 

work space , command window, command history ,Editor window. the current folder could be used for select the 

desired path that is which the  folder and folder  name that will appear on the current folder path .work space will 

lists the variables in the current code. command history will record the work will going on in the current event 

,command window will shows the output of the work what will done in the code ,and  will have some command like  

Clc used to clear command window ,and clear used to clear work space and also figure window is  obtained when 

will type the argument like figure in command window obtained the figure window it will shows the required output 

for given code.   

 

 

Fig 5.2. Matlab code window 
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       The figure 6.2.2 contains the code for the implementation of  project .code will generated using mat lab function 

and Guide window that is graphical user interface development and environment .this code is  the important part for 

the development  of project. 

 

Fig 5.3 : Generate QR code 

         The figure 6.2.4 shows the generation of QR code .After filling the passport image details encrypt these 

information using the TTJSA encryption algorithm which contains vernam cipher encryption, NJJSAA encryption, 

MSA encryption, using these algorithm encrypt the data and encoded  into QR code then generate the QR code 

using different set of protocols. these QR code are  embed into pass port  image. then  save the image giving some  

name.                              

VI.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Conclusion  

This project will provides encryption of data using different algorithm and encoded to QR code. Todays  faster 

technology the smart phones having a Android or mobile OS using these technology encrypt the data from QR code 

and these data can be decrypted using TTJSA decryption algorithm. Here  used three types of algorithms to Encrypt  

and  Decrypt  the  data  or  any  type  of  information. With the analysis of all these three algorithms using different 

formats of images or data , conclude that the Vernam method is more acceptable to encrypt the images or data. 

Comparing, NJJSAA algorithm as it has the larger PSNR value and Less MSE value it is not considered much for 

the encrypting of any information. 

Future Work 

This work can be further improved by using the other algorithms which can give the less PSNR values and MSE 

values. The future scope of this work is that the QR codes can be generated without using any algorithms i.e. by 

using the android  OS which can be easier to develop and use. The android can have the built in application where it 

can just be scanned and stored for further use and this may also help in decreasing the time consumption of the 

processor. 
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